Abstract. A Peano-type remainder formula
1. Introduction. As in [5] , for x = (x0, x,,... ,xm), 0 = x0 < x, < ■ ■ • < xm = 1 and incidence matrices £ = II Ei] II,™ ""=<» F ~ H Fij »i=07?=o with eoj = Emj and foj = Fmj,j = 0,...,n, let 6(F,x):= {/: R -C; Vv G Z, f\(v + x¡, v + xi+l) € ir", / = 0,...,m -1, and f(n~J\v + xj ) = f(n'j\v + x+ ) V(/, /) with FtJ = 0}, and refer to the following 'cardinal' interpolation problem as the C.I.P. (£, £, x):
For sequences of numbers {y(,J)} = {>'"<'"'); 0 =s /' < m and Et¡ = 1}, find S G ß(£, x) satisfying SU)(v + x¡) = y«'J\ Sufficient conditions for C.I.P. (£, £, x) to be poised, i.e. existence of a unique S E 6(F,x), S(x) = 0(| x \y) as x -> ± oo satisfying Su\v + x,) = y^iJ) when y^j) -0(\ v \y), are given in [5] .
Suppose that the C.I.P. (£, F, x) is poised; then given a sufficiently smooth function / of power growth 3 a unique Sn(f; ) G G(F, x) of power growth which interpolates/in the sense that (1.1) SG\f;p + x<)=fM(v + Xi), v<=Z,Eu=l.
The following problem then arises. Problem. Find necessary and sufficient conditions so that Sn(f; ) ^/uniformly as n -> oo.
This question was first raised by Schoenberg [9] who also found a sufficient condition for the convergence of S"( f; ) for the case where m = 1, n is odd, £ = £ and / Í0, / = 1,2,.. .,/i, A partial converse of Theorem A was given by Richards and Schoenberg [8] . Subsequently, Marsden and Riemenschneider [6] generalised Theorem A to the case of cardinal Hermite interpolation which corresponds torn-1, £ = £ and, for some K^](n+ 1), f 1, ;' = 0,1,. ..,/•-1,°J~ XJ~{0, j = r,...,n.
In this case, a sufficient condition for convergence of S"(f; ) analogous to that of Richards and Schoenberg was given by Goodman [4] . Recently, in an attempt to obtain more information on the convergence problem, I. J. Schoenberg [10] obtained a Peano type remainder formula (1.4) f(x)-S2k"x(f;x)=r K2k_x(x;t)f*k\t)dt (x E R)
•'-oo for the case m = 1, n -2k -1, E = F and £ satisfies (1.2), where
K2k_x(x,t):= (x-t)lk-x -S2k_x((--t)2+k-]; x). From (1.4), Schoenberg [10] deduced Theorem A and also obtained a convergence result for a class of almost periodic functions.
In this paper we shall consider the symmetric C.I.P. (£, £, x)
x,= l-x",_,, i = 0,...,m, F¡j =1 iff i = 0 or m and y = 0,... ,r -1, for some 1 < r < n + 1, and either (a) n + r is even, m = r and £, = 1 iffj = 0 and /' = 0,...,m, or (b) n + r is odd, m = r + 1 and E¡¡ = 1 iffy = 0 and i -l,...,m -1.
That this problem is poised follows from Corollary 4.3 of [5] and was earlier shown by Micchelli [7] . In this case the class of cardinal spline functions G(F, x) is usually denoted by ?->",., and clearly Sn>r = e(F,x) = {SG C-'(R);S\{P^+X) G tt,,, V, G Z}.
For r, n as above, we define %,r := {/G C"+1~r(R); /|(","+1) G C[(v, v + 1)] and/'"' bounded and absolutely continuous on (v, v + 1), Vp G Z).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For/ G <5n r of power growth, we let S" r(f', ) denote the unique function of power growth that interpolates/as in (1.1). Following the approach of Schoenberg [10] we derive a formula for the remainder/-S" r(f; ) and deduce the following result. Theorem 1. For fixed n, r and x, 3K such that for any f G <%n r with f{"+ ' ~r) of power growth and II /(n+1)ll00 < oo, (1.6) 11/-$,.,(/; )ll»<*ll/(,,+1)ll».
and equality is attained for some f G <Snr. For fixed n, r, K is a minimum when x comprises the zeros of the Euler-Chebyshev spline &"+x r (see [1] and [4] ) and in this case equality is attained for f= &n+x r
For r = n + 1, this result reduces to a classical result on optimal constants in the remainder for Lagrange interpolation by polynomials (see [3, p. 64] -l)r lim -/ /( x )cos r-nx dx ifn + risodd.
T-oo / Jq C In §2 we apply the results of our preceding paper [5] to the study of the sign structure of the kernel, from which the corresponding remainder formula is derived. The proof of Theorem 1 is given in §3. Theorem 1 is then used in §4 to derive convergence results.
2. The remainder formula. Take 1 < r < n + 1 and consider the poised, symmetric C.I.P. (£, £,x) defined in §1. In this case the relation (1.5) and the conditions (a) and (b) imply that 0 < x, < ■ • • < xr < 1 with equality iff n + r is even. We shall also write Sn r for G(F, x) and Sn r for C(£, x) which corresponds to the dual C.I.P. (£, £,x).
Specialising the results of [5] We let Sn r(f\ ) G S" r denote the unique spline function of power growth that interpolates/for the dual C.I.P. (£, £, x). For x, / G R we define
Clearly, from (2.1 ), we have But for v G Zandp = 0,...,rl,giP) G <2(£,x) and so (2.6) ^p>(") = 0, VxGR.
Now we see from (2.2) that, for fixed x, Sn r(g,\ x) as a function of t lies in G(E,\) and has power growth. By (2.6) it interpolates gx for the C.I.P. (£, £,x).
Hence Snr(g,\ x) = Sn,r(£x; 0. v*> ' G R< and so (2.7)
K(x,t) = gx(t)-S",r(gx;t).
Lemma 2.1. For 1 < r < n, there is a constant ß > 0 such that the following hold for p = 0,...,n.
(a) For t G R, K¡p)(x) = 0(e~ßM) as x -» ± oo and the only zeros of K, (t £ Z) are simple zeros at v + x¡, v G Z, í = 1,...,r.
(b) £w x G R, ä:<p)(0 = Ofe-"1'1) as t ->±oo and the only zeros of Kx (x £ Z + x,) are isolated zeros of multiplicity r at the integers.
Proof. We shall prove only (a) as (b) follows similarly by duality, and only for even n + r as the result for odd n + r follows similarly. By (2.4) and (2.6) we may suppose 0 < t < 1. Now, for n + reven the C.I.P. (£, £, x) has n -/-distinct eigenvalues X,,.. . »X"_r of sign (-l)f with | A, |>| X2\> ■■ • >|X"_,|>0
and A""r_,+ I = X~1, i = 1,..., n -r. We let S,,...,S"_, denote the corresponding eigensplines, which span G°. The eigenvalues \,,...,X"_r are precisely the eigenvalues of the matrix C where (-l)f is an oscillation matrix with corresponding eigenvectors (5/(0),... ,S{"~r)(0)), i = l,...,n -r. So by a theorem of Gantmacher and Krein we have We now show that K, is oscillating in (-N, N). For suppose K, = 0 on some interval (a, ¿>) G (-N, N). Since /<, G C"~r(R) and is a piecewise polynomial with knots at Z U {/}, a, b G Z U {/}. Furthermore, either a < t or b> t. Suppose a < t.
Then Kjp)(a) = 0, p = 0,...,« -r, and K,(a -1 + x,) = 0, / = 0,...,r-1, implies that K, = 0 on (a -1, a). Henee K¡p)(a -1) = 0, p = 0,...,« -r. By induction we have K¡p)(-N) = 0, p = 0,... ,n -r, which contradicts (2.9). Similarly b > / leads to K¡p)(N) = 0, p = 0,... ,n -r, which contradicts (2.8).
Now K, has exact degree n in (0,1) and so we may apply Theorem 2. K(x,t)f("+X\t)dt.
-oo Proof. By (2.4) we may assume 0 < x < 1. We may also assume x ^ x¡, i = 1,...,/-, since otherwise (2.10) is trivially satisfied. Now integrating by parts and applying (2.6) gives, for any v G Z, r+lK(x,t)f("+x)(t)dt = (-iyr+iK(/\t)f("+x-r)(t)dt. So Jx00K(x,t)f("+X)(t)dt = (-iyfx00Kxr)(t)f("+x-r)(t)dt which converges since f(n+\-r) js 0f p0wer growth and K1/"1 decays exponentially. Also/<p) is of power growth for0^p^«+
1 -r and so we may integrate by parts to give
•'-oo ^-oo The dominant term in the numerator of (4.2) is n(2/-r)-("+2){K(- Clearly lim,,^XS" r(cosrirx) = <J>(x), limn^xS" r(sin rirx) = 4>(x).
Next, we want to simplify <j>(x) and >Kx). First we consider r even. The Gauss trigonometric interpolation formula gives (4.15) <í>(x) = cos rirx + X II sin7r(x -ak). Hence X = -2r~x. This proves (4.13) for r even. The proof of (4.12) and (4.14) for r even are the same. Next we consider r odd. If a, ¥= 0, we let a0 -0 and write 
